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CEM News
August! And with it a new cadre of doc-
tors, an increase in barbecue related burns 
and—dare I hope—a test match win for 
England?

I have now compiled a dozen of these 
short epistles and, to those of you who 
have read them, my thanks and apologies! 
The challenge is always to be topical 
despite a 10 week lag time between sub-
mission and publication, and this chal-
lenge is particularly testing over the 
summer months; while the College 
remains busy, parliament is in recess and 
the news media is generally happier cov-
ering the bizarre and peculiar.

However, having been in post for a full 
year, I would like to record my thanks to 
all fellows and members for their contin-
ued support of, and engagement with, the 
College. The rising number of subscribing 
members encourages me to believe that 
the College is seen as relevant and worthy 
of support. I would particularly like to 
thank my consultant colleagues in Taun-
ton, whose encouragement and accom-
modations with the rota have enabled me 
to carry out my responsibilities as presi-
dent and emergency medicine consultant. 
Without the support of Gillian, Jon, Jason, 
Paul, Alistair, James and Rhona, it would 
simply not have been possible.

As I write, the DH in England has issued 
a document ‘Operational resilience and 
capacity planning for 2014/15 guidance’. 

Unlikely though it is to win any prizes for 
literature or indeed be widely reported, at 
its time of publication the College has 
been negotiating hard to ensure key com-
ponents relevant to emergency medicine 
have been included. In particular, there are 
specific references to ‘exit block’ and ‘co-
location’, the first time that this has 
occurred in a national guidance document 
from a statutory body. The College is also 
specifically referred to, as is our ‘Crowd-
ing guideline’. The significance is consid-
erable as it means that two of the five 
items of the ‘CEM 10′ that require action 
by others are now endorsed by the DH. 
Of the other three, ‘Tariff reform’ we 
hope will be included and referenced in a 
Monitor document in July. ‘Contract 
reform’ is the subject of ongoing negotia-
tions between the BMA and NHS employ-
ers in England, and locum expenditure 
over the winter will be closely monitored 
by us as well as others, as it has been the 
subject of much media interest and at least 
one Freedom of Information request.

By the time you read this we will have 
launched the output of our March sum-
mit. This document entitled ‘Acute and 
emergency care—prescribing the remedy’ 
contains 13 key recommendations. Impor-
tantly, and again for the first time, this 
document has been endorsed by the RCS, 
RCP and RCPCH, who are co-signatories. 
We will be making full use of this 

consensus to press for action on all of the 
recommendations over the coming months, 
and we will be co-hosting meetings at the 
party conferences of the coalition parties 
and main opposition party.

I have just returned from the Hong 
Kong conference where there was good 
representation by CEM members. The 
work of the African Federation of Emer-
gency Medicine was particularly in evi-
dence. The College has an international 
committee, and I know many college 
members have a keen interest in humani-
tarian work and the development of emer-
gency medicine in low income countries. 
The AFEM website is an excellent resource 
for any who wish to find out more about 
emergency medicine across the continent 
of Africa.

Surprisingly, I found there was consid-
erable international interest in our Senti-
nel Sites data, with many colleagues 
expressing similar frustration in respect 
of poor national datasets and even more 
woeful misinterpretation. We have been 
invited to Amsterdam and Stockholm to 
present both the methodology and the 
data. The EuSEM meeting at the end of 
September offers a useful opportunity to 
any of us with study leave still to take. 
However mindful of the pressures of 
time and money, I fully appreciate that 
many members are unable to attend such 
meetings. For this reason it was thought 
some years ago that it would be useful to 
video presentations at College confer-
ences but the practicalities are onerous 
and in truth few such presentations are 
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ever watched. For the Exeter conference, 
we are trying a new format—many of the 
presenters will be asked to give a 3 
minute summary of their key points, 
and these will be recorded and edited 
by a professional film producer and 
uploaded to the ‘soon to be launched’ 

CEM YouTube channel. We hope this 
will mean that anyone can access the key 
messages from a smartphone or tablet 
whenever they wish. Personally I think 
the time it takes to microwave my ready 
meal while on a late shift will provide the 
perfect opportunity!

I hope all of you will be able to take 
leave during this summer period and 
have the opportunity to refresh both 
mind and body in the company of friends 
and family.

Clifford Mann

Annual Scientific Conference  
2014—Achieving clinical excellence

On behalf of the Local Organising Com-
mittee, you are invited to the College of 
Emergency Medicine’s 2014 Annual Sci-
entific Conference, to be held within the 
historic cathedral city of Exeter. 

The central theme is ‘Achieving clinical 
excellence’, focusing on core aspects of 
emergency medicine and the delivery of a 

high quality service from a clinical and 
managerial perspective in the face of 
today’s challenges. The programme will 
combine both cutting edge shop floor sci-
ence and current political debate and dis-
cussion, drawing together some of the best 
speakers regionally, nationally and inter-
nationally.

The University of Exeter has, in recent 
years, been subject to a £48 million 
facelift with state of the art facilities 
that will provide a fitting backdrop for 
what promises to be a spectacular occa-
sion. Our aim is to simultaneously 
deliver high quality education, informa-
tion and entertainment, and we see  
this as an excellent opportunity to 
showcase emergency medicine as a spe-
cialty, the South West region and the 
city of Exeter.

The academic content will be balanced 
with a social programme that will include 
the traditional opening evening drinks 
reception, a black tie joint CEM/APEM 
gala dinner at Exeter Castle and an oppor-
tunity to enjoy the delights of Devon out-
door pursuits, such as mountain biking, 
kayaking, sea swimming and surfing in a 
‘recreational’ afternoon.

As always, the autumn conference will 
include a full APEM programme, includ-
ing original research. 

Your participation is key in discussion, 
sharing and collaboration. 

The Local Organising Committee 
looks forward to welcoming you to CEM 
2014 and extends the warmth of Devon 
 hospitality.

Any qualified provider?
A family of four living in our catchment 
area were diagnosed as having scabies 
and so, as you do, they sought a remedy 
from the internet. They obtained some 
medication in powder form intended 
for topical veterinary use, and instruc-
tions from a healthcare professional 

apparently based in Cuba. Their under-
standing of the instructions led them to 
dissolve the powder in warm water and 
they all drank their share in expectation 
of a cure.

The simultaneous arrival of four 
patients all suffering from acute 

organophosphate poisoning is a rare event 
in an urban emergency department and 
caused some excitement. Fortunately, we 
received rather better advice than our 
patients had.

This was a fairly dramatic example but 
we have all seen cases of bad medicine 
due to poor advice from remote unac-
countable providers. Deregulated medi-
cine is not necessarily either better or 
cheaper.
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Another country
Turns out some things are the same 
 wherever you work around the world. 
The anaesthetists always have the biggest 
rooms and are on a continuous tea break, 
the gynaes waltz around in their heels and 
don’t know how to use a stethoscope, 
everybody complains about their roster, 
fluid balance is an elusive mystery and the 
emergency doctor is the one who is sup-
posed to be able to sort everything out!

Here I am in Peshawar, Pakistan, on my 
second Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 
mission (taking a break between CT2 and 
CT3), managing a 25 bed complicated 
obstetric hospital with a 15 bed neonatal 
unit. What has this got to do with my cho-
sen career in emergency medicine and 
how could 2 years in ACCS have prepared 
me for this job? Well, only this week I 
have had to suggest to the anaesthetists 
that a patient with saturations of 60% 
should really be intubated rather than 
doing the procedure under spinal anaes-
thesia and ketamine, and calculate how 
long an oxygen cylinder is going to last for 
a neonate in respiratory difficulty. I have 
treated a severe transfusion reaction, used 
the ultrasound machine to try and locate 
the source of bleeding in a patient with a 
haemoglobin of 3.3, resuscitated a mas-
sive obstetric haemorrhage, treated com-
plicated falciparum malaria, taught the 
nursing staff how to keep an accurate fluid 
balance in a critically ill patient, put an 
intravenous line in a 32 week premature 
hypoglycaemic baby and oversaw the 
evacuation of a woman with a septic hae-
matoma. What other training programme 
could have given me all of these skills? My 
actual job description is  hospital director, 
in charge of clinical care  delivery, teaching 
and training, clinical governance, hiring 
and disciplining of staff, and strategic 
decision making. It is a busy, challenging, 
often exhausting job but I feel privileged 
to be able to do it.

So how did I end up here? I had worked 
with MSF before starting my ACCS train-
ing, setting up a paediatric hospital in 
Quetta, Pakistan. When I decided to take a 
break from my training to work with MSF 
again, I was excited about the prospect of 
a new country and a new situation to 
push my boundaries. Initially I was going 
to Myanmar, but that fell through and I 
was offered the hospital director job of a 
busy maternity hospital in Peshawar with 
a neonatal unit which aimed to serve 
some of the poorest women in the region, 

in a country which has the highest under 
5 mortality in the world and one of the 
worse maternal mortality rates. They had 
been without a hospital manager for 
nearly 9 months and apparently the pro-
ject was in crisis. MSF could not find any-
one else to go. I wasn’t sure if being 
offered the job was a complement or came 
about out of sheer desperation, but part of 
me was excited for the challenge. Hospital 
director—a step up from emergency 
department registrar!

The hospital itself is beautiful—just 
some simple white washed purpose built 
buildings off a dusty road behind a steel 
gate containing an admissions unit, a 30 
bed maternity unit, an operating theatre 
with recovery, a postnatal ward and a 15 
bed neonatal unit. It has all the necessary 
adjuncts, such as a pharmacy, laboratory, 
laundry, waste disposal, security, etc. It is 
a female only zone, apart from a couple of 
male anaesthetists. There is a lawn at the 
front where the woman gather, wrapped 
with colourful headscarves, exchanging 
news about loved ones and eating their 
food. They watch all of my comings and 
goings with expressionless eyes through 
the small gap in their coverings. After 5 
months I feel at home here now. Some-
times I pop in just before going to bed to 
check what is happening. The women all 
come out to greet me, wanting to shake 
my hand and touch my strange cropped 
hair, babbling at me in Pashto, the local 
tribal language, refusing to believe that I 
don’t understand what they are saying.

One of the hardest things about working 
in this type of environment is to know how 
much to expect and what standards to 
accept. What do I insist on? What do I let 
slip? I want to provide the best medical care 
possible in these circumstances but am lim-
ited mostly by the capabilities of my staff. 
The easiest option is for me to do things 
myself, but that is not sustainable. In a few 
months I won’t be here and then what will 
happen? I realise NHS doctors and nurses 
are a product of their training and the soci-
ety they live in, and this makes me truly 
appreciate how lucky we are in the UK. I 
never thought I would see the day when I 
was grateful for my communications skills 
lectures. It is clear that no-one here ever had 
to do a role play in their training!

The healthcare professionals here are 
the lucky ones. They come from wealthy 
backgrounds and are educated. A big chal-
lenge in this very hierarchical society is to 

persuade them to treat our poor unedu-
cated patients with respect and dignity. In 
the consultation room the women have 
hardly got onto the bed before the doctors 
are performing a vaginal examination 
without even saying hello. They never ask 
their patients their name or smile at them. 
They would prefer to be treating a wealth-
ier more affluent population but we offer 
better salaries. Sadly our patients do not 
expect any better. They are at the bottom 
and they expect to be treated that way. It 
is hard to see, and even harder to know, 
how to change things. Some would argue 
that we should not even try, but my view 
is that an organisation which strives to 
provide impartial medical care should not 
allow people to be treated differently 
depending on where they come from and 
how wealthy they are.

One thing is similar here though, and 
that is being rushed off my feet. We have 
more patients than we know what to do 
with—not enough beds, no time to do 
what we want to do and not enough staff 
to do it with. The need often overwhelms 
us. For the first time I fully understand 
that our most precious commodity is our 
human resources. I can generally manage 
to find extra drugs from somewhere or an 
extra bed, but I cannot magic up another 
trained nurse or doctor and, if I spread 
them too thin or exhaust them, I risk 
compromising on quality of care. It is 
important that my staff know that I have 
realistic expectations of them and that I 
will always push them hard but that I can 
value and respect their limitations as 
well. I can appreciate that just because 
we can do something, does not mean 
that we should, and this leads to difficult 
decisions.

Prior to me arriving, the admission crite-
ria had become pretty lax. The neonatal 
unit was admitting smaller and smaller and 
younger and younger babies—it is very dif-
ficult to say no when you want to be able 
to do something. After spending some time 
here, I have become firmer. We do not 
admit any baby less than 30 weeks’ gesta-
tion or less than 1 kg in weight. The prog-
nosis for these babies is already poor. They 
require a huge amount of care and atten-
tion, with statistically poor outcomes in a 
society that has no resources to care for a 
child or adult with long term medical needs 
and parents who are not able to afford any-
thing extra. These are the cold harsh reali-
ties of humanitarian work. I am in charge 
of limited resources and have to find a way 
to stretch them as far as they will go and 
to use them as fairly as possible. That 
means, unfortunately, we sometimes have 
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New Consultant Appointments
Appointment Name Main Hospital / Trust AAC Date Previous Post

Lisa Kehler The Royal Wolverhampton Hospitals NHS Trust 15.03.2013

Faheem Khan

Michael Manarkattu

Tanya De Weymarn

Kamljit Kaur

Navjot Sandhu Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 7.01.2013 STR

Harry Adlington Poole Hospital NHS Trust 1.02.2013 STR

Patrick Tung Mid Yorkshire NHS Trust 15.01.2013 STR

Julian Garside Peterborough and Stamford Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 12.02.2013 Staff grade

Antonia Donnelly University Hospital Southampton NHS Foundation Trust 21.02.2013 STR

Elena Chirita Kettering General Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 01.03.2013

Simon Laing Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust 22.03.2013

Rishi Prasad The Princess Alexandra Hospital NHS Trust 29.11.13

Thomas Wiles Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen University Hospitals NHS Trust 23.05.14

Sundara Manou The Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust 08.07.13 CCT

Cliona Magee Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust 11.07.2013 Locum consultant

Omar Touma Heatherwood and Wexham Park Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 14.08.2013 SPR

Daniel McRae North Devon Healthcare NHS Trust 15.11.2013 Consultant

Benjamin Upton Surrey and Sussex Healthcare NHS Trust 07.01.2014 ST6

Athar Ali Mohammed South Warwickshire NHS FT 20.11.2013 ST6

Brian Burgess Mid Essex Hospital Services NHS Trust 12.12.2013 Consultant

Jo William Tillet Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 24.11.2013 STR

Steffen Schickerling Peterborough and Stamford Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 18.12.2013 Locum consultant

Annette Rickard Defence Healthcare Education & Training 23.01.2014 Consultant

Brian Lockey Poole Hospital NHS Trust 11.12.2013 Consultant

Lee Gray Consultant

Marion Hughes Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board 27.1.2013 Locum consultant

Santhosh Keshavamurthy Wirral University Teaching Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 31.1.14 Consultant

Mamoun Abu-Habsa
Shwetha Shridhar Rao

King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 12.12.2013

Rachel Conway Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust 23.12.13 Consultant

Peter Burdett Smith Wye Valley NHS Trust 12.1.14 Consultant

to say no and accept the consequences 
of that decision for both the baby and 
the family.

Recently I visited one of the local Mini-
stry of Health hospitals in the hope of 
forging some links with this local facility 
for referral purposes. I saw with my own 
eyes the world’s largest emergency 
department, which sees 3000 patients a 
day, with 50 doctors, and has a bomb 
blast room containing 250 beds all lined 
up in a row for a mass casualty event. The 

professor was previously an emergency 
consultant in Birmingham and had 
returned a few years ago to revolutionise 
emergency medicine in Pakistan. He is 
doing a great job and the place runs well, 
is clean and efficient. Of course they do 
not work in the same way as we do; it is 
not possible to provide comprehensive 
NHS care to that volume of patients. I 
gave him my CV—you never know!

The need stares out at me on a daily 
basis here, and it is difficult not to be 

moved by something every day. I feel 
privileged to be able to get even a small 
insight into the hidden lives of these 
women who challenge my beliefs and 
thoughts. They make me reflect about 
how sometimes there are choices and 
sometimes there are none. Coming back 
to my CT3 rotation in August will cer-
tainly be a different challenge.

Maryann Noronha
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